Statement of Purpose

I Student Name, residing in Bharuch Gujarat, India. I have completed my Bachelors of Civil
Engineering from Gujarat Technology University by achieving 8.36 CGPA in the year 2018.
With the dream of perusing my higher education abroad, I had started looking for options
for my Masters and since I started to process further and took my IELTS test and score a
band of 6, as successfully on clearing the first step I started looking for options were I can
apply on the basis of my academics and the achieved band score.

WHY UK?
UK has a moderately huge number of a-list colleges and schools. With a perfect edge work
of perceived capabilities and notoriety for successful educating and exploration, a UK
degree is profoundly versatile around the globe. Joined Kingdom is perceived as a nation
that offers elite training. For a decent educating and learning, understudies are choosing
United Kingdom as an investigation objective. UK offers a wide extent of courses at all
elements of study, it is broadly known for its quality training, learning procedures, brief
term courses, open learning conditions and understudy educator intuitive holding. UK
degrees are acclaimed worldwide for their quality guidance and exploration openings. It
outfits its understudies with capable capacities which develop their overall personality.
Moreover, the prepared resources which are pioneer in their field will permit me to increase
further information to build my degree of reasoning. Furnished with a UK degree, my future
possibilities will be more splendid and will give me a chance to show my particular
information, abilities and methods to win through a fulfilling and fruitful vocation

Why University of Bolton?
On doing the research I can across the Bolton University it seemed to be a perfect
destination for my higher studies , with world class education with an unforgettable
experience for a student, The very first thing I like about was the student once arrived will
have a guaranteed accommodation by the university till they find one for them, students
who graduate from the said university are on high demand they university does placement
of 95% of the student to over 1000 leading employers providing job opportunity to
graduates . The university is very close to all means of transport student can walk to the
railway station, Bus station. University also gives an advantage to all the students to learn a
new language for free which can be addition benefit.

Msc Construction Project Management
As I finished my bachelors in civil engineering I wanted to do my masters in the relevant
field and while searching for courses of my filed I came across the course of Construction
project management which was relevant to my previous study and by taking up this course
for my masters I will be able to have more deep knowledge along with the management
module included in this course which would be a additional benefit to my study like,
planning, Health and safety management , leadership etc would be more help full . The
Master course contains totally different modules which would help me learn all factors
related when I plan to start my very own business or find a suitable job in my field of
interest once I finish my Masters.

FUTURE PLANS:
After completion of this course, I intend to come back to my home country with the
outstanding skill set and willing to work at managerial level position in well-known
establishment to make a high career.
Hence, after completing my course I am confident that I will easily get a suitable job in
leading organizations in India, where is always a shortage of technical & skilled people. At
the end, my only goal is to be a successful and dynamic professional in near future which
can make me stand out amongst all & also want to contribute to my parents financially and
fulfil their dreams and aspirations also which make them proud. My aim is to contribute to
my society, city and consequently my country. I am sure to achieve this as I firmly believe
“Where there is a will there is a way.”

